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Introduction to Mixed Hodge Modules
Morihiko Saito
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In this note we give an elementary introduction to the
theory of Mixed Hodge Modules [ S l - 5 ] .

Philosophically the

Mixed Hodge Modules are the objects in char. 0 which cor
respond to the perverse mixed complexes in char, p (cf. [B2]
[BBD]) by the dictionary of Deligne [Dl]. For the definition
of Mixed Hodge Modules we have to use essentially the theory
of filterd D-Modules and vanishing cycle functors.

But in

this note we try to avoid the technical difficulties as much
as possible; e.g.

the knowledge of D-Modules is not supposed

in §1-2.
§1. How to use Mixed Hodge Modules.
1.1.

Let

X

be an algebraic variety over

separated and reduced.
groups

H*(X,2Z)

We associate to

X

(C assumed always
its cohomology

functorially, and Deligne's fundamental

result [Dl] says that these cohomologies carry the natural
mixed Hodge structure functorially.

This result can be gene

ralized to homologies, local cohomologies [loc. cit] and BorelMoore homologies [Bl] etc.

But to do so more systematically

and generalize these results, e.g.

to define the pure Hodge

structure on intersection cohomologies, we can argue as follows.
1.2.

We first make refinement

of the cohomology theory due

to Verdier etc.

Instead of abelian groups

associate to

the category

X

H'(X, 7L) etc. we

D (QJ ) (the derived category
V

of bounded ^-complexes with constructible cohomologies [VI]).
7L by

Here we change the coefficient
with the perverse sheaves.
by the natural functors like
S , ® , Horn ,

where

f

QJ

for the relation

Then these categories are stable
f ,f ,f,f*,D,
#

f

\p , <J>

is a morphism of varieties and
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a function. Here <J> n is the unipotent monodromy part of
<f> (cf. [D3] for the definition of vanishing cycle functors
^ a> > $ a- ^' As to the direc"t images and the pull-backs we
have the adjoint relations (cf. [V2]):
(1.2.1) Hom(f*M,N) = Hom(M,f#N)

Hom(ffM,N) = Hom(M,f!N)

and D2 = id, Bf =f,3D, Bf* = f!]D. Let Z be a closed
subvariety of X, and i : Z -> X and aY : X •> pt the natural
i
f
morphisms so that $x = a*Q , B(8X = a^OJ and i#i* = B£z .
Then H'(X,flJ), H.(X,QJ), H.(X,fll) and H£(X,QJ) are respectively
the cohomologies of
fw<,;=
n;:
bb<
,;:
ax cb ^n,
ax
ax * a4«, and
:ax vb nnc
a1'
Moreover the restriction morphism
^^

bb

cc ^X

and

f#

(ay:,, ,;

:ax

X

is induced by the adjoint relation (1.2.1) putting
N = £QX = f*Q1Y , and the Gysin morphism
fh

ff Baix

fqq

and

gh

aX hk *X

M = Qy >

. &y ^3D QY

by the dual arguement. Note that f = f, if f proper,
and B Qx = 01x(dx) [2dx] if X smooth, where dx = dim X.
In particular we get the usual Gysin morphism if X , Y
are smooth and proper.
The main result of [S5, §4] (cf. also [S3-4]) is that
the above theory of QJ-complexes underlies the theory of
mixed Hodge Modules, i.e.
1.3. Theorem.
For each X we have MHM(X) the abelian
category of mixed Hodge Modules with the functor
rat : DbMHM(X) + Db(Qv)
C A
which associates their underlying QJ-complexes to mixed
Hodge Modules, such that rat(MHM(X)) C Perv($x), i.e.
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rat°H=pHorat (cf. [BBD] for the definition of Perv(01x)
and PH) . Moereover the functors f #, f, , f*, f*,B, if; ,
<j>
G3, 8, Horn are naturally lifted to the functors of
D MHM(X), i.e. they are compatible with the corresponding
functors on the underlying Q-complexes via the functor rat.
As to the relation with Deligne's mixed Hodge structure
we have
1.4. Theorem. MHM(pt)
mixed Hodge structures.

is the category of polarizable

In particular we have uniquely Qp<: MHM(pt) such that
rat($H)=01 and QH is of type (0,0). Put
= a*Q)H.
Then the same argument as in 1.2 applies replacing Db(3JY),
b
H
C A
0JX, etc. by D MHM(X), $x, etc. In particular we get the
mixed Hodge structure on the cohomology groups, etc. with
the restriction and Gysin morphisms in the category of mixed
Hodge structures (or Modules). Here we have proved a little
bit stronger result, because (av)„a*Q , etc. are complexes
A *A
of mixed Hodge structures (compare to [Bl]).
We have also
the multiplicative structure on (ax^*^x by the morPh^sm
in DbMHM(pt):
(ax *^X h ax: **X < ax <c **X
ax **X i
because fg<< g ^kvw<;^^ ,
^llll xX ;:cx$$,,;
embedding.

where

A : X -* XxX is the diagonal

As suggested by the terminology 'mixed' (cf. [BBD]),
we have the following
1.5. Proposition. Each M £ MHM(X) has a finite increasing
filtration W in MHM(X), called the weight filtration of
W
M.' such that the functors M
W.M.
Gr'.M
are exact.
I 5
I
1.6. Definition. M € DbMHM(X) is mixed of weight <n (resp.
^ n) if Gr^HJ*M = 0 for i > j+n (resp. i<j+n), and pure of
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weight

n

if

Gr^HJM = 0

for

i^j+n.

The followings are the analogy of [BBD].
1.7. Proposition. If M is of weight <n (resp. ^ n) , so
are ffM, f*M (resp. f^M, f!M).
1.8. Corollary. f^M
of weight n and f

is pure of weight
is proper.

1.9. Proposition. For any
object of MH1V!(X) .

M £ MHM(X),

1.10. Corollary. Ext1(M,N) =0 for M
and N of weight ^ n, if m<n+i.
1.11.

if

M

Corollary.

n

Gr^M

if

M

is pure

is a semisimple

mixed of weight <m

We have a noncanonical isomorphism

M f w b M nn

in

is pure of weight

n.

DbMHM(X),

1.12. Theorem. If M is pure and f
noncanonical isomorphism in DbMHM(Y):

is proper, we have a

nxx v b HJf M - J
*
1.13. To get the decomposition theorem of Beilinson-BernsteinDeligne-Gabber (after taking rat), we have to explain about
the intersection complexes. Assume X is irreducible (or,
more generally, equidimensional). Let j : U -> X be a nonsingular affine open dense subset. Then the intersection
complex is defined by
ù^^ m Perv ^$
m
which is independent of the choice of U, cf. [BBD]. We
define ICXQH € MHM(X) replacing fl^ by mjj
so that
içXB

Imi x< ^ùl ùù

J* V
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rat (IC CQ ) =IÇXQ. Then IC^"' has no subobject and no
quotient object supported in X\U. In particular it is
simple and pure of weight dx, beacuse so is Q^Cd^].
Substituting ICXQH to M, we get the decomposition theorem
of BBDG after taking rat, and tljig pure Hodge structure on
the intersection cohomology IH
X(X,Q) = HJ* (X,ICXQ) . Note
that these results are generalized to the case of intersection complexes (or cohomologies) with coefficient in polarizable variations of Hodge structures, cf. 2.3.
As to the relation between cw^m and
mùpoo
following
1.14. Proposition. H*. = 0 :j>dx:
«X
W xvù
and
H < x IC x«"
Grd.
lx

icx

ivd
n; , we have the

w d ;bv
Gr.. H bx = o

i>dx)

l

In particular we get the (quotient) morphism
vwwm
ml
in DbMHM(X)
1. 14. i; ùw< dx] bb cww^m IC,
-X
,,vcfx
inducing the identity on

U.

(This morphism is unique.)

1.15. Let i : Z
X be a closed irreducible subvariety.
We have a natural morphism in DbMHM(X):
fw<
lmôp v u

px wqybn -dz]

Composing this with its dual, we get the cycle class of
ncw< : Hom(^mw cc<
kj<< $<< "dz: "2dz
nxw
(a :*ax CDH< -dz: :"2dz
< Horn <<

Z:

b

because JD IÇZQH = IÇzQH(dz). Note that (ax)#ax$H corresponds to the Borel-Moore homology(cf. 1.2), and if X is
H
smooth cl^ belongs to the Q-Deligne cohomology, because
vn,^m
2p
Hom(w<
cf. :BI]
« 0 (X.Q P)
ax hn:m(p. 2P;
where

p = codim Z.

(The above inclusion becomes the equal-
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ity, if X is smooth and proper.) Here (n) is the Tate
twist for n 6 E , and defined, for example, by is Q ( n ) ,
where QT (n) is the mixed Hodge structure of type (-n,-n),
cf. [Dl], We can show that the above construction induces
the cycle map

cxet

Horn xw< xvb

xw,; :x ccx

(-d: > 2 d ]

*4

and if X is smooth and proper, it induces Griffiths1
Abel-Jacobi map tensored by Q.
1.16. Remark. Let X be a smooth and proper variety over
ffl. Then we have an exact sequence (choosing i =/^1 ) :

j p b,
,w

where

H2p fsss

Jp :x:

0

gf
xw^^$

,P(
- Hp;
(x,m) -> 0

P>

J5

;:!ù$ cww<

HP *p :x,oj) k FP*H2

:X,Œ

kk

X,Œ:

/FPH 2p-l

:X,Œ

H2P<C X , B )

Let f : X
S = 1P1 be a Lefschetz pencil, and put S! =
S\f(Sing f) so that f1 : X T
s' the restriction of f
over Sf is smooth. Then we have
H2p

0 - Jp
Xt d
where
a lift

Xt = f-1(t)
^

we get

of

C

Xt

for
in

HP >P Xt d

kd(P

t e S ' .

For

H^p(X,iQ(p)) .

£eHp,p(X,$)

Restricting

HiP(X,Q(p)) , and it belongs to

is zero in H^P (Xt,33(p)) .

In this case

£^

0
we choose
to

Xt,

if

?t

JP(Xt)QJ
determine

the

normal function with value in JP(X,)m and we can show that
they give an element of Ext (QJ Q f , (R
f^O
)> where
^
o
# X
Ext
is taken in MHM(S!); in particular, the corresponding
variation of mixed Hodge structure is admissible in the sense
of Steenbrink-Zucker [SZ]. Here note that £j? are not uniquely determined by

£, but depend on the choice of lift

(e.g. if

and

2p = dimX

H2p~1(X) ^ 0) .

£

Therefore to prove

the Hodge conjecture, we have to choose a good lift; otherwise
map.

would not belong to the image of the Abel-Jacobi
Note that for the proof of the Hodge conjecture we
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can restrict to a non-empty open subset (i.e., it is enough
to construct a cycle in X!)> because the Hodge conjecture is
equivalent to the following:
(1.16.1)

For a smooth proper variety X and £ £ Hpp(X,m),
there exists a nonempty Zariski open subset U
such that the restriction of £ to U is zero.

In particular we may assume

X

is projective using [Dl].

1.17. Remark.
we define:

X

a closed immersion of varieties

For i : Z

<cb
4 kw< :n) < Homijbb

t bkl n) n
:,;
hbc
nb cc
4

wx<^(x,« :n) = Horn
4»
^ùlkk
Then they form a Poincaré duality theory with support in the
sense of [BO]. In fact, (1.3.1)(Cap product with supports)
cbb w<^mm

cwb (Z,33 m-n]
k-j

kl ^HZ X,Q l

t
is given by the composition of u and i'v for u <£•
^(X,ai(n)) and v^^Hk(X,QJ(m)), and (1. 3 .4) (Fundamental
class) is constructed in 1.15* so that (1.3.5)(Poincare
duality) becomes trivial, because nY is the natural isomorphism CQX + a£]Q (-d)[-2d] if X is smooth of dimension d.
Moreover the well-definedness of the cy-ele map in 1.15 implies
(1.5)(Principal triviality).
1.18. The following application is suggested by Durfee.
Assume X is analytically irreducible (or equidimensional)
at x £ X, and put j : U:= X \{x} -> X
and i : {x} X.
By restricting X to an analytic neighborhood of {x}, we
may assume U — Ix L (topologivally) by the cone theorem,
where I is an open interval and L is the neighborhood
boundary 9X . Therefore IH(L) the intersection cohomology
of L is given by the cohomology of
n,<<
v n IC.
!!!nb

cww
c bc xb ,
nc
151
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up to the shift of complex by

n = dx-

the mixed Hodge structure on

IH(L)

In particular we get
and the duality of mixed

Hodere structure
IHJi vv 0 IH2n cxw

v

because D j , =
and
the estimate of weight:
IHJ x

0):-n)

B ( I C ^ ) = I C ^ C n ) . We have also

is of weight

< j

for

j <n

and

> j

for

3 * n,bb
because the assertion for
T

i*

^u1

bn

j <n

follows from the isomorphism

i* ICxi0JH

and we use the duality for

j £ n.

1.19.
Let g be a non zero divizor of r ( X , ^ ) 5 and put
1
H
i : Y=g~ (0) , -+ X, n = dim X and M = ICY{fi (or more genere Q
à
rally, M is pure of weight n and has no subobject supported in Y ) . Then we have an exact sequence in MHM(Y):
(I.I9.I:

0

i*M| -1.

The weight filtration

W

nnm
^g ùbww

4> cv,;^ù+ 0
kdss<

of

and

dromy filtration shifted by

f M
g
n-1

and

<\> -M
S 5 J-

are the mono-

n . Let

the primitive part of Gr^« Then we have
W
wll
for km^ùq
PNGr<
iM < PNxn,l ^g xcn;ù
g»
1.19.2;
nw<t M ;-i:
xvbn•r
^wxn x x Gr
for
-1
n-- 1 + J * ,:mx
n mùîi
Y. If X is smooth and
For x £ Y put iwwn x^

denote

j ^ 0.
M ;

xcn
klp n]

we have
phf
i* i*M :-i] f
n-i;
X
and i <f) M gives the reduced cohomologies of the Milnor
x g
fiber around x , where <|> M = i(; ^ i ® ^ g iMNote that
Grfifj M is calculated by <J> M using ( 1 . 1 9 . 2 ) and 1.14 (i.e.
g
g
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PMGrW
M = GrW -IQyCn-1] = IC QJH). If X and Y have an
N n—* J. g , J.
nJ.x
i
isolated singular point at x and M = IC^Q , we have a nat
ural inclusion
sequences in MHM(pt):
xv bbof spectral
w
cb 1*i*M| - 1 ;
nb
XGrk:1 M[ - 1
El
x
(1.19.3:
•k,j+k w 1 G W, ww
xw i*
ww
,1M
El
x kyg
X
By assumption E"k J+k = 0 except for j = 0 and j < 0, k =
n - 1 , and we have for j ^ 0 :
(1.19.4)

w
W
w i*Gr Ä1I*mi - 1 ;
i*Gr
w
n
x n- i*8cc

w

c

XicY

cc

In particular

dr : Epq
r+
is zero except for
r -* Ep+r,q
r
(p,q) = (l-n,n-2), and the image Ip C E^"n+r,n"1_r of dr
is independent of the two spectral sequences. Then we have
w
w i ' i c wcb
1 i*M - 1 ] w x i* w
; 1.19.5:
for j j 0
^g
x
x
X
where the inclusion becomes an isomorphism for j < - 1 , and
W
Gr of the cokernel of the inclusion for j = - 1 is I
for r > 0. We have also
<
(1.19.61

Gr -î+k*cff
n

f

GrW +kH 1 xbb 1M
n- 1
X
<wx
v,,v
w<c3rW
n-!!!nvvXT g, 1 ® ICnx

for k>0
for k=0

(-k:
i Grn-1-]kH I**
for k<0,
g>l
X*
(same for i*M[-l] if k=0), where the induced filtration W
on H ° i % M (or H°i*i*M[-l]) is the weight filtration (this
X gj1
.X
is not true for HJ with j f 0). As a corollary, we have a
WO*
direct sum decomposition GrtH iijj -M = L. ®LI as a graded
x gi 1
$[N]-modules such that L. (resp. LI) is symmetric with center
n-1 (resp. n) and cw Gr
i*i *M - 1 . w
for k > 0
N n -1+k
"n-1 -kH X
1. 19.7 )
w LTnfor k > 0 ,
w Tk -k)

1+k

using

1 . 1 9 . 2 ) . cf. [SI,§4;

As for \b ,1 .we have
g,^l
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d.19.8)

arJ*G>FLLM

= i„ai-;H°i**G(FLLM

because supp I|J , J C (X>. Note that if X is furthermore
smooth and n > 1, HJixi'M[-l] = 0 for j > 1-n and we have
L. = 0 and I, = GrW - . H"1i*ICvQH as is well-known. To
rC
n — _L~~AC
X JL
get the information about
, we can also replace X
by (g = tm }CXxtC, where m ^3is a positive integer such that
the m-th power of the monodromy becomes unipotent. Then
(1.19.7) is compatible with the join theorem of mixed Hodge
structure on the Milnor cohomologies.
Now we assume X is smooth, and put Z = (Sing g)
u
re Q
ZT = Z\{x} (same for Xf, Yf) and M = 0J^[n]. We assume
that g is locally topologically trivial along ZT and
Zf is smooth. For z £ Z ! , we assume:
(1-19.9) H"diz*g,lM = 0 ' where d = dZJ
(1.19.10) the monodromy of H

i*ij, M

is semi-simple.

Then by (1.19.9) ^T[n-1] = ICYtQJH, i.e. supp Gr£i*MC{x} ,
and for the second spectral sequence in (1.19-3), E~k5j*+k = 0
except for j ^0 and j < 0, k = n-l. Therefore as for \p -M
S» J
the same argument as above holds. As for \p
we have
the spectral sequence as in (1.19.3) with the vanishing of
E1-term as above by (1.19.10), but the calculation of
Grn-l^g,*lM is not 30 easy' If d = ^
E"1±l3\^'1*^^lVL
is the invariant part by the monodromy along each irreducible
component of Z , where j : YT -* Y. But in general we have
to caluculate the cohomology of the local fundamental group
of (Z,x).
1.20. For M ^DbMHM(X) and f : X
Y, g : Y
Z, we have
the (perverse) Leray spectral sequence in MHM(Z):
(1.20.1) Epq = HPg#Hqf#M =^> Hp+q(gf)#M ,
which degenerates at E^ if f is proper and M
1.21.
fftd<<

is pure.

For an application to the representation theory, see
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§2. Naturality.
2 . 1 . Assume X smooth, and let xMHM(X)g be the full sub
category of MHM(X) consisting of smooth mixed Hodge Modules,
where M € MHM(X) is called smooth iff rat(M) is a local
system. Let VMHS(X)ad be the category of admissible vari
ation of mixed Hodge structures, where a variation of mixed
Hodge structure is called admissible if it is graded polarizable and for any morphism f : S •> X with dim S = 1, its
pull-back by f satisfies the conditions of [SZ], cf. [K2].
Then we have the equivalence of categories:
2.2. Theorem.

MHM(X)s - VMHS(X)ad. .

This implies that a polarizable variation of Hodge structure
of weight n is a smooth mixed Hodge Module and pure of
weight n + dim X. In particular, the polarizable Hodge Modules
are the pure Hodge Molules by the stabilty by intermediate
direct images j,# = Im(j? •+
and for X irreducible
we have
2.3. Theorem

<
MHX :x,n p h VHS [X,n-dim X]

gen •

Here the left hand side is the category of polarizable
Hodge Modules of weight n with strict support X (i.e.
having no subobject and no quotient object supported in
a proper subvariety of X) and the right hand side is the
category of polarizable variation of Hodge structures of
weight n - dim X defined on some nonempty smooth open sub
set of X, whose local monodromies are quasi-unipotent.
As a corollary of 2.2, we get a canonical mixed Hodge
structure on H(X,L) if L underlies an admissible varia
tion of mixed Hodge structure. (This result can be genera
lized to the analytic case if X has a Kahler compatification, using [KK].)
2.4.
Let g be a function on X . Put Y = g"1(°)red>
U = X\Y. Let MHM(U,Y)gl be the category whose objects
are {MT, M", u,v} where M'^MHM(U), M"€ MHM(Y), u e
Horn(ib -M1, M,?), v e Hom(M", ^ .M'U)) such that vu = N
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(the logarithm of the unipotent part of the monodromy, tensored by (2TT1)~ ). Then we have an equivalence of catego
ries (compare to [V3]):
2.5. Theorem.

MHM :x.) g

MHM U,Y <n:

Here we associate

{M|TT,cj> -M , can , Var} to M £ MHM ( X ) .
U
g 9 -L
Because the definition of mixed Hodge Module is Zariski local,
every object of MHM(X) can be constructed by induction on
the dimension of support using 2.2 and 2.5.
§3. Definition.
3 . 1 . To explain more precisely about the statements in §2,
we have to speak about the definition of mixed Hodge Modules.
For simplicity we assume X is smooth. The general case can
be reduced to this case using local embeddings into smooth
varieties. Let MFh(D^) be the category of filtered E>x~
Modules (M,F) such that M is regular holonomic[Bo] and
GrFM is coherent over GrFD. (We can also use analytic D^Modules, because the final result is the same by GAGA and the
extendability of mixed Hodge Modules.) By [Kl] we have a
faithful and exact functor DR : MF^(D^) •> Perv(JCx), and we
define
MFh(Dx,(H) to be the fiber product of MFh(E>x) and
Perv(Qx) over Perv(Ex), i.e. the objects are (M,F,K)
MFh(Dx) x Perv(QJx) with an isomorphism a : DR(M) ffi 8 K, and
the morphisms are the pairs of morphisms compatible with a .
A filtration W of (M,F,K) is a pair of filtrations W
on M and K compatible with a. Let MFhW(Dx,$) be the
category of the objects of MF (DV,JQ) with a finite increan A
sing filtration W. Then MHM(X) the category of mixed
Hodge Modules is a full subcategory of MFhW(Dx,$) and
W gives the weight filtration in 1.5. For (M,F,K;W)£
MHM(X)s we can show that (M,F,L;W) is an admissible
variation of mixed Hodge structure, where L is the local
system on X such that K = L[-dx] and
the functor in 2.2 is induced in this way. Here we use the
convension FpM = F~PM and the Griffiths transversality
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follows from

F D rF M
'P
1- '-x

F 1MP+

3.2. To define MHM(X), we have to define first MH(X,n)
the category of Hodge Modules of weight n , cf. [Sl-2].
This is a full subcategory of MF (Dy,Q) and satisfies:
(3.2.1)

3.2.2)

3.2.3.

MH(pt ,n) is the category of QJ-Hodge structures
of weight n,
for ù éMHi X,n) there exists
X
such that xwùxw ^^ M, where

If

supp M f
MH
pt ,n!
M '6
X.
v^ù d x

If M£MH(X.n), M is regular and quasi-unipotent
along g, g lA gM, g l
A g,1M^MH(U,i)
for any i,
i
<J> - = Im can © Ker Var, for any g defined on
an open subset U, where W is the monodromy
filtration shifted by n-1 and n.

Here for a closed immersion i : X
Y of codimension k
such that X = [fl=
= fk=
= 0} the direct image 1. M,F)
of a filtered D^-Module is defined by
F
v< with F i.M
q+l v|<_p-k qm ® 3
P *
where a. are vector fields such that [9..f.] = 6... cf.
[Bo].
We say that (M,F,K) e MFh(E>x5QJ) is regular and quasiunipotent along g , if the monodromy of I/J K[-l] is quasiunipotent and (M,F) = i (M,F) satisfies
g$f
" m F va+ m
t :FPVaM
for a > - 1
P
3.2.4)
d F
F <<nnl
i
uri v 2M
for a < 0 ,
V
+1
P
P

(i*M =

M wv

w

where i : X -> X x QJ is the immersion by graph of g, t is
the coordinate of (C and V is the filtration of Malgrange
Kashiwara[K3] indexed by Q such that td^-a
is nilpoten
on Gr^M. In this case we define
^g
3.2.5)

:M,F,K3 <w < Ka^O Gr* :M,F)

4> 1 M, F , K

1
f Gr" :M,F <
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and can : \p i "** ^ i and Var : ^ i
^„gggg
are induced
respectively by -3^. and t, where F[m]^ = Fji_m«
Here we
use left D-Modules. For the correspondence with the right
Modules we use (^XX,F) 0 with Gr^ft^X = 0 for i^-dxActually MH(X,n) is defined to be the largest full subcate
gory of MFh(Dx,(B) satisfying (3,2,1-3). This is well-defined
by induction on dim supp M. (In the analytic case we have
to care about the difference of global and local irreducibility.) Let Z be a closed irreducible subvariety of X.
We say that (M,F,K) has strict support Z, if M (or K) has
no subobject and no quotient object supported in a proper subvariety of Z and supp M = Z. Let MHz(X,n) denote the
full subcategory of the objects with strict support Z. Then
we have the strict support decomposition
'3.2.6)

MHI X,n)

®Z MHZ (X,n).

A polarization of (M,F,K)£ MH„(X,n)
•+ a*Q(-n) satisfying
3.2.7)

is a pairing

S : K®K

If Z = {x>, there is a polarization S1 of Hodge
structure M» [Dl] such that S = ix#ST, where
ix and Mf are as in (3.2.2).

(3.2.R)

S is compatible with the Hodge filtration F, i.e.
the corresponding isomorphism K * (ID K) -n) is
extended to an isomorphism [ M , F , K ) vn v M , F , K : :-n)

(3.2.9)

For any g as in 3.2.3) such that
the induced pairing

So [id ® Nri

^g

v
g

'0 <L Z,

W
n W ww<gK| -i;
<
-1
l-l+1* kmr-i' 0
vww l-n-i)
W
PNGrn-l+i

is a polarization on the primitive part
*g(M,P,K),
cf. [S2] for the definition of D (M,F,K) and P*gS. Here
the condition (3-2.9) is again by induction on dim supp M.
We say that (M,F,K) <£ MH(X,n) is polarizable, if it has a
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polarization, and we denote by MH(X,n)P the full sub cate
gory of polarizable Hodge Modules. Here a polarization of
M = 0 Mz with Mz£MHz(X,n) is a direct sum of polarizations
on Mz.
The main result of [S2] is that MH(X,n)P is stable by
projective direct image. Here for the projection p : XxY •> Y
and (M,F) £"MF(DV v), we define the direct image p (M,F)
to be the usual direct image of the filtered complex DRxxY/Y
(M,F)[n] where n = dim X and
xcv® F M
0F M
;:!:^^ p+n
f
1
P
(Note that the assumption p smooth is not enough to get an
object of the derived category of filtered Dy-Modules.)
Combining with the case of closed immersion, we get the defi
nition of the general case (cf. [S2, §2] for a more intrinsic
definition). Then for (M,F,K)£ MH(X,n)p and f : X -> Y pro
jective, we can prove that f (M,F) is strict and HJ'f (M,F,K)
= (HJ'f#(M,F) ,pHJf^K) belongs to MH(Y,n+j)p. We also verify
that Qx[dx] = (Ox,F,01x[dx])^MH(X,dx)p where G r ^ = 0 forp^O.
F DRX
: ^^ ,YM ^^ 'F :M
P
•p

4

3.3. The mixed Hodge Modules are roughly speaking obtained
by extensions of polarizable Hodge Modules. Here the exten
sion is not arbitrary and to control this, we use again the
vanishing cycle functors.
Let MHW(X) be the full subcategory of MFbW(Dv,(Jl)
W
D
such that Gri belongs to MH(X,i)p (i.e. the extension
is arbitrary). Let g be a function on X . Put (M,F,W)
= ig* (M,F,W) for M = (M,F,K,W)£ MHW(X). We say that the
vanishing cycle functors along g are well-defined for M
if
:3.3.D

the relative monodromy filtration
K,L;
exists,
wbb;
yg, K.L

W (cf. [D2]) of

E

!3.3.2)

F.V.W

on

M

are compatible [S2,§1].

L.ijj K = \p W..-K and
1 g
g i+l
are satisfied, we define
Here

L.;::
nbb 1K = g, lWiK'
1
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g- xw

g

M.F,K),W)

gwvn l

g ,1

M.F,K),W

cf. ( 3 . 2 . 5 ) . Let j : U •> X k be an open immersion such that
the complement is a divisor. We say that the direct images
j, and j^ are well-defined for M£MHW(U), if there exist
M, and M^ such that rat(Mf) = jfrat(M) and the vanishing
cycle functors along g are well-defined for M, and M^
for any local (not necessarily reduced) equation of the divi
sor. Here rat(M) = K if M = (M,F,K,W). We can show that
M, and M^ are at most unique if we fix g , but they might
depend on the choice of the ideal generated by g. To avoid
this ambiguity, we take the above definition.
The category of mixed Hodge Modules MHM(X) is defined
to be the largest full subcategory of MHW(X) stable by the
functors ipg, *g,l» J* ! 3 J'*3 $Y'-dX-' for any locally defined
function g, partial compactification of an open subset
j : U
U' such that the complement is a divisor, and smooth
Y. Here we assume that the vanishing cycle functors along g
(resp. the direct images j, and j ) are well-defined, when
we say that it is stable by such functors, cf. [S3, S5].
3.4. Remark. The condition (3.13)ii) in [SZ] is not stable
by base change. This condition is reasonable only in the
unipotent monodromy case. In general we have to take a unipotent base change, or use the V-filtration and assume the
compatibility of F, W, V on Delignefs extension, because
the V-filtration is essentially induced by the m-adic filt
ration on the pull-back by a unipotent base change.
3.5. Remark.

Let

Z be a projective variety with an ample
N
line bundle L such that Z is embedded in X = IP
by
Lm. Then for (M,F,K,W)£ MHMZ(X) we have the Kodaira vani
shing
F
±1.
;M,F] 0
H1 :z,
0 for i I 0 .
<w L
Gr DRX
P
This implies a vanishing of Ohsawa-Kollar (where :M.F' bb
w
F DRX :M,F)
for f : Y + X with
xc <,:: F) and
; RJ P ::
Gr
P
160
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Y

smooth), and that of Guillén-Navarro-Puerta
wx : z , sj j ® L
kl
l Grpss
c o

0
for

for

j > dim Z

j : P or

j > dim Z,

We can also generalize Kollar's torsion freeness to the proper
Kahler case using [KK]. (This can be also generalized to the
assertion for the first nonzero Hodge filtration of pure Hodge
Modules.)
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